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Hookup
Hookup of the shield to your Arduino Uno couldn’t be simpler! Simply plug the shield on top of

your Arduino. Take care to line up the pins on both sides of the shield and not bend them. If the

pin alignment is slightly off for your Arduino, you can gently bend the pins with a small pair of

pliers or against the edge of a desk.

Pin Map
Description Type Pin C++ Name

Green LED (by button A) Output 6 PIN_LED_GREEN

Red LED (by button B) Output 7 PIN_LED_RED

Blue LED (by button C) Output 8 PIN_LED_BLUE

Yellow LED (by button D) Output 9 PIN_LED_YELLOW

Potentiometer Input A0 PIN_POT

Light Sensor Input A1 PIN_LIGHT_SENSOR

Buzzer Output 11 PIN_BUZZER

Servo Output 10 PIN_SERVO

Button A Input 2 PIN_SWITCH_A

Button B Input 3 PIN_SWITCH_B

Button C Input 4 PIN_SWITCH_C

Button D Input 5 PIN_SWITCH_D
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Library Installation
We have created a library to make working with the learning shield easier by providing some

friendly pin names and examples. These examples show every aspect of the shield in operation

and provide a good basis for you to start your projects. Installing the library is simple.

1. Open the Arduino IDE. If you don’t have it installed, download and install it from

https://www.arduino.cc/en/software

2. From the tools menu, select the manage libraries option.

3. Search for LGLearning in the search bar.

4. Select the library and click install! You can then find examples from the library under the

File -> Examples -> Leeman Geophysical Learning Shield menu.
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Accessory Descriptions
There are a lot of useful accessories on your learning shield - inputs, outputs, and even some

expansion headers that you can use for further exploration!

LEDs

Light emitting diodes or LEDs are great and inexpensive ways to

indicate something. They also look really neat and are fun to

create patterns and displays with. To use the LEDs you’ll need to

set that pin to be an output with the pinMode function and

then turn the LEDs on and off with the digitalWrite

function.

The learning shield has red, green, blue, and yellow LEDs on it.

Pin numbers are defined as PIN_LED_RED, PIN_LED_BLUE,

PIN_LED_YELLOW, PIN_LED_GREEN. There is also an

example in the learning shield library called “blink” that

demonstrates their use.

Potentiometer

Potentiometers are resistors whose value can be changed based on an

input - in this case, the rotation of a knob. The potentiometer is set up

as a circuit called a voltage divider. It takes the angular position of the

knob and turns it into a voltage output in the range 0-5VDC. That

voltage is then fed to an analog to digital converter that turns the

voltage into a digital quantity the microcontroller can work with. The

pin is defined as PIN_POT in the learning shield library. The example

“knob_serial” demonstrates the use of the potentiometer.
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Light Sensor

A photocell is a device that changes its resistance based on the amount of light

hitting the sensor. Much like the potentiometer, the photocell is set up as a

voltage divider - changing the voltage present on the A2 input of the Arduino.

Photocells work using the properties of Cadmium-Sulfide (CdS) deposited on the

sensor face. Photocells are great for automatically turning things on or off based

on the time of day, sensing the presence of an object, or even creating a

dimming night light. This pin has been named PIN_LIGHT_SENSOR in the shield

library and there is a demo of the sensor in the “light_serial” example.

Buzzer

The piezo transducer (or “buzzer”) on your

learning shield can create sound waves based

on the movement of a quartz crystal. When

voltage is applied, the crystal bends slightly,

pushing the air. Do that a few thousand times a

second, and you can play a tone! The piezo can

make sounds over a few octaves in range,

letting you play a tune. The piezo uses a

transistor to drive the transducer as it may

require more current that a pin of the Arduino

may safely provide. The pin is named

PIN_BUZZER in the library and a song can be

played by the “play_song” example.
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Buttons

The shield has four buttons placed adjacent to the LEDs.

Each button uses a special circuit to help “debounce” the

buttons. When a button is pressed, the mechanical

elements snap together or apart. Generally there are a few

10’s of microseconds of “bounce” when the connections

make and break several times. Since microcontrollers are

quite fast, they may catch and interpret these bounces as

multiple button presses causing strange and unexpected

behavior. These debounce circuits help smooth that out.

When not pressed, the digital input is pulled high to a logic

1 by a 10k resistor. When the button is pressed, that input is

pulled to ground and the logic input becomes low. The pins

are named PIN_SWITCH_A, PIN_SWITCH_B, PIN_SWITCH_C, PIN_SWITCH_D in the

shield library. There is an example of using buttons in the “buttons_leds” example.

Servo Header

Though not included with the kit, there is a place for a header to

connect and control a hobby servo. This header includes power,

ground, and signal connections for the servo. The control pin is

named PIN_SERVO in the library and the Arduino default library

has a servo sweep and knob example.

Ping Sensor Header

There is also a header for an ultrasonic distance sensor like the

HC-SR04 (not included). This header provides power, ground, and

digital pins 12/13 for the trigger and echo pins. There are examples

of using ultrasonic distance sensors available widely.
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